ST. GILES CHURCH,
HORSTED KEYNES

St Giles Church Vestry Meeting
and
APCM on Thursday
AGENDA
and
REPORTS for year ending 31st December 2019
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Church reports
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CHICHESTER DIOCESAN ASSOCIATION FOR FAMILY SUPPORT
WORK
Throughout last year, FSW assisted families throughout Sussex with
one-to-one support plus group sessions including Children's Activities,
Daytime Family Drop-ins, Support Groups for Parents/Carers and
School Holiday Activities. In the course of one year they provide
personal practical and emotional help to over 300 families and around
500 children. About 1,250 children benefit annually from group
activities, and caseloads increased 100% over the previous year. The
majority of parents supported had mental health issues, with 25% ill
or disabled, 26% experiencing domestic violence, and 18% suffering
financial difficulties.
As with most charities in these challenging Covid-19 days, FSW is
feeling the impact of all the cancelled fund-raising events on which it
depends - the annual Easter Monday Walk and the Open Gardens, for
instance - as well as the shop in Eastbourne being closed. But the
families supported by the charity need help more than ever during the
lockdown, with different pressures and anxieties having an impact on
already stressful situations.
Along with the food that is regularly collected for distribution to
families in need, FSW had suggested people might like to send money
to support their food bank, and this has proved most effective and
helpful to them; 100+ food boxes will be sent out across the Diocese
in April. Meanwhile the Family Support Practitioners are assuring their
families that they are still there for them via Zoom, Skype, telephone
etc. Also, to protect the future of the Association, FSW has taken part
in the Government's Job Protection Scheme to ensure the shop staff,
playworkers and admin team are looked after in these worrying times.

We continue to have a loyal team of more than two dozen chefs, many
being highly experienced in this event by now. And our list has been
augmented by newcomers as always. We have now been joined by
Linda Allan, Karina Butler, Jen or Paddy Herridge and Christine
Murdoch; we’re very grateful to them and welcome them warmly.
Often chefs bring their loyal husbands as scullions or labourers, and
there others who don’t cook but will often come and help in the
kitchen. This is hugely appreciated by the duty cooks.
Village lunches are not put on as fund-raisers; the aim is to break
even. But there continue to be surpluses. In 2019 more than £1,000
was passed on to the Martindale committee. This included more than
£400 raised by the monthly raffle which (along with an occasional
book sale) is organised and run by Peter and Liz Heasman. They help
in many other practical ways. They are a mainstay or corner stone of
the event, which would not go nearly so well without them.
We continue to be helped by a changing group of four year-six pupils
from St. Giles School. As part of their education in community
involvement, they come during their own lunch hours and help clear
the main course dishes before serving up the puddings. Usually they
have time to eat a pudding before they go. It is a very popular
feature; they are always polite, charming and efficient and greatly add
to our enjoyment of Village Lunch.
The report for 2020 will be a shorter one; only two lunches were able
to be provided before the lockdown. Whether lunches will begin again
in time for or tenth anniversary in September we cannot yet know.

James Nicholson

Whatever the future holds when life finally returns to some version of
"normal", FSW's work will be as necessary as it ever has been in its
130-year history. The charity will need our help whether through
supporting its fund raising activities, the collection in church, or our
harvest gifts and Christmas presents.
The Cuckfield Deanery Committee is still in need of an FSW
representative for Horsted Keynes to help with fundraising etc. Anyone
4
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administered by the Diocese. The school was very pleased to have our
submission bid for funding the approved by the Diocese, to ensure the
building remained in a good state of repair.
It was decided not to submit a bid this year as we had received such a
generous amount last year, but if the school numbers continue to
grow there are future projects being considered to make use of
redundant spaces to further enhance the school and provide
community facilities.
Reverend Murdoch has joined the governors and become involved in
the school and is a very welcome addition to the school family. Mrs
Marion Lott has finally been able to step down as associate governor,
feeling that she could leave the ethos of the school in safe hands. Her
input in the collective worship planning and implementation during the
period since the retirement of Father John has been invaluable, and
she is warmly thanked for all she has done for the school.
The rota of worship leaders for the Friday Church service has been
strengthened with the addition of three new leaders, Mrs Kay
McNaughton, Mrs Kozo Thomas and Mrs Katie Spetch. During the year
Mrs Sue Fairley and Mrs Marion Lott came off the rota of leaders and
thanks must be extended for their service to the school over the years,
and also to all the worship leaders who support the school by taking
these services. New worship leaders are always welcome and if
anyone would like to become involved please speak with Reverend
Murdoch or the school.
The year ahead will no doubt bring fresh challenges but is viewed with
optimism and hope. We all continue to work towards providing an
outstanding modern education, creating a nurturing Christian
environment, and bringing out the best in every child.

Hilary Douch, Headteacher
VILLAGE LUNCH
When we reported last year on the 2018 Village Lunch we mentioned
our concern that numbers had dwindled – not worryingly, but
noticeably. We wondered if we were beginning to outlive our
usefulness. But in 2019 our average attendance began to grow again,
from 28 lunchers to more than 30. Such figures obscure details, of
course. Sometimes more than 40 sit down to lunch.
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interested can contact Patricia Fowler (01444 455640 or
patriciafowler2002@yahoo.com) for more information.

Sally Lamb
CHRISTIAN AID
The focus of Christian Aid Week 2019 was illustrated by the maternal
and childbirth needs in Sierra Leone, the world’s most dangerous place
to give birth, and a country where one child in nine dies before the
age of five.
Locally, faced with changing attitudes to house to house collections, it
was decided that, for the first time, envelopes would only be delivered
and not collected.
A big thank you is extended to all those who participated in the
distribution of the envelopes around the parish.
The Village Shop, thank to the kind support of Bridget and Clive,
together with the Martindale Centre were used as collection points for
those wanting to support the work of Christian Aid.
Villagers responded with enormous generosity and the magnificent
some of £1419.12, including gift aid, was collected.
Nationally Christian Aid raised £7.5 million.
The monies are being directed to a myriad of needs around the world,
details of which can be found in the Christian Aid Magazine and
include statistics such as:
 64,000 people trained in hygiene practices.
 13,000 women given the means tosave and pay for transport
to their nearest clinic through community savings groups.
Jebbeh, the young mother-to-be in Sierra Leone, introduced us via the
video and literature, has since given birth safely. Jebbeh’s community
now has a new health centre, equipped with maternity beds and solar
power to help women give birth at night.
Thank you to all who supported the vision and work of Christian Aid.

Alan Johnson
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CUCKFIELD DEANERY SYNOD
Cuckfield Deanery has 14 Benefices with 16 parishes as members. The
Synod meets some 4 times a year. Meetings are open to all
parishioners and usually include a guest speaker. A new 3 year Synod
will be formed in 2020. If you are interested in being involved in
church beyond the parish boundaries and seeing how our parish
church fits into the local deanery, talk to me or Father David about the
possibility of becoming a synod member.
Unfortunately on two occasions during 2019 the planned speaker
could not attend, one due to health and the other due to a flat tyre
rendering her stationary near Eastbourne! On both occasions the
churches represented at the synod were invited to share something of
interest.
June’s Synod was attended by Bishop Martin, who cam to reflect on
the almost completed 5 year Diocesan strategic plan (you may
remember engaging with the year of mercy 2016, year of the Bible
2017, year of prayer 2018 and in 2019 the year of vocation, before
outlining the focus going forward … a clutch of ‘Mores…’
More Open – vision for congregations with age and other profiles
reflecting the communities they serve.
More converted to Jesus Christ – vision for a church which is
confident in the Good News of Jesus Christ and share it with others.
More generous – vision for a church where everyone gives
generously and cheerfully of their money, time and talents as they are
able.
More engaged – vision of a church which brings blessing and
transformation to its community.
Archdeacon Fiona completed a Deanery review in 2019, about which
we had no recollection of being consulted, which was circulated in
June. I have a copy if anyone wishes to see it.
There was a Deanery Day in February 2019 in Cuckfield led by Fr.
Damian Feeney on Mission and Vocation. This was not advertised
much in advance and I was unable to attend as I was at my nephew’s
wedding.

Chris Wheatley
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Within the support staff there have been some new appointments;
Caroline Lewis-Irlam joined the school as the Secretary in the office,
and recently Judith Heyburn has joined the school as Bursar. She
replaces Julia Holman who has moved on to new opportunities. A new
premises manager has also been employed, Mike Dolling.
The Ofsted Framework that came into effect in September places
greater emphasis on ensuring schools are teaching a broad range of
subjects. St Giles have always worked hard to ensure they offer a
broad and balanced curriculum, so the focus for them has been to
continue to strengthened this provision. Unfortunately, this is being
done within an ever shrinking budget which leaves little money for
specific training and resources in these subjects. The school is working
with the NEARS group, (North Eastern Area Rural schools), to share
resources, training and innovation.
The Friends of St. Giles School continue to be a great support in these
difficult financial times, during the last year they have contributed
towards 16 new Chrome books, funded a whole school reward system,
a new scheme of work and resources for Art and DT and books to aid
teaching and inspire children. In addition, they have contributed
towards Forest school, swimming and other one off events. Without a
doubt the highlight for the children this year was a whole school visit
to the Panto!
Their tireless fundraising is greatly appreciated, all involved are
thanked for their support and service.
The Board of Governors is currently led by Ms. Helen Jones as Chair,
with Mrs. Rebecca Barnard as Vice Chair. This year Mrs. Lynne Mulcare
will be leaving the board after many years of service, including most
recently being the LA governor and the Co-Chair of governors. Her
huge contribution to the board cannot be overstated and she will be
greatly missed by all. In consideration of the evolving nature of
education, the governors are always seeking new ways to make
themselves as effective as possible. To this end it was decided that a
committee to handle premises, health and safety, and finance was
appropriate. This was duly formed, with Mr David Jordan as committee
chair, and has been meeting regularly since.
The new committee oversaw the works to the school, replacing old
windows, fascia’s and soffit’s, drain repair and improvements to Maple
classroom. This work was funded by LCVAP (Local Education Authority
Co-ordinated Voluntary Aided Programme) funds, which are
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for the parish; thanks to Kath Brooke-Webb for her help during the
handover.
Regulated Activities
There were two “regulated” activities during 2019; HK Help run by
volunteers mainly driving vulnerable adults, and HKafe, a drop-in café
style youth group, run by youth workers from adjacent parishes with
volunteers on a rota. A formal safeguarding concern was raised by the
leader of HKafe early in 2019 about an incident that occurred outside
the premises after a meeting and this was reported to the diocese.
Following their advice, a membership form including parent contact
details and an activity risk assessment were drawn up and are now
being implemented.
SQP (Simple Quality Protects)
In November 2019, officers from the diocese had a face-to-face
meeting with our new priest and me (parish safeguarding officer) to
assess our progress with the diocesan online safeguarding tool, SQP.
Whilst we had achieved a better than expected result during our
vacancy, there were areas where further work was still required
including some DBS checks, more training and safer recruitment.
These will be progressed in the coming year when we hope to achieve
SQP Level 1.
Rhoda Miles
St GILES CHURCH of ENGLAND PRIMARY SCHOOL
For school, 2019/20 has been a year of building on the school’s
strengths and values, continuing to provide the best education
possible. The number on roll has risen to 100 which is encouraging,
and applications for the September 2020 intake are very favourable.
Mrs Douch’s dedication and commitment to the constant improvement
of the school has continued unwaveringly and has been recognised by
the governing board and the Local Authority, whose assessment of the
school is Securely Good.
Over the year there have been very few classroom staffing changes,
and the stability within the teaching staff has brought the opportunity
to build on the curriculum provision. The staff deserve grateful
recognition for working in a very challenging economic climate to keep
the school within budget and thriving.
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ELECTORAL ROLL
The Electoral Roll has not been updated this year as we have been
unable to post the appropriate notices.

Fiona Price
FABRIC REPORT
Church Building
The Fabric Committee met twice during 2019, under the continued
Chairmanship of Richard Harrison.
After years of discussion and planning, the final installation of two sets
of opposing handrails either side of the steps leading up to the chancel
and high altar was completed in February, overseen by inspecting
architect Jonathan Cerowski, and by Phil Miles and John Whiting. The
metalwork was designed, forged and fitted by architectural blacksmith
Michael Hart; it is a testament to his skill that the handrails have
become accepted and are of course proving useful.
Annual organ tuning, heating boiler and clock services were carried
out and Smartwater reapplied to all leadwork on the roof.
Repairs to areas of deteriorating internal plaster were undertaken by
lime conservation specialist Victoria Green and external stonework
repairs carried out by restoration stonemason Guy Lawford in October,
under the supervision of our church architect. These repairs had been
identified as necessary in our Quinquennial Inspection of 2017. The
Inspection had also highlighted a requirement to survey and maintain
external decorations, including rainwater goods, external windows and
the South Transept door. A survey was undertaken by Phil Miles and
John Whiting and it was proposed in his agenda meeting notes by
Richard Harrison that, “Subject to no unexpected surprises, these

works will comprise the main activity next year, when required
consents have been obtained.” Little did we know! At the time of

writing this report, we are now very well aware that there have been
two major surprises to date in 2020 – another fall of plaster following
winter storms from the ceiling above the nave (to follow a similar fall
that occurred in 2014), which effectively closed the church before the
7

nationwide closure of churches due to the spread of the Covid-19
virus.
Churchyard
The Churchyard Committee met three times in 2019. We are thankful
for the continued leadership of Chair, Hilary Nicholson. It is always the
case that in addition to the practical matters explained below, there
are regularly queries to be answered and arrangements to be made
concerning interments and memorials. Hilary's attention to detail and
caring outreach to families is simply invaluable.
In the first weeks of 2019, local expert practitioner Simon Doherr
completed local repairs to the vestry path, to remove any trip hazards
caused by paver movement. The complete renovation of this path
remains under review.
The annual check on the safety of tombstones and ancillaries was
completed and, as is normal, highlighted necessary minor remedial
works. We are hugely grateful to local practitioner Billy Dye who
undertook to make safe any headstone identified as needing
stabilizing.
Implementing necessary arboreal work, indicated as necessary in the
2018 Tree Review, was an ongoing concern through the year. As
quotations for the work were gathered, there were differences in
expert opinion regarding the extent of ash die-back and the most
effective way forward. It was decided to follow the more conservative
approach recommended by KPS, tree surgeons, and the work was
booked for early 2020.
Richard Soper's maintenance contract for grass and hedge-cutting was
renewed and we thank him for his on-going commitment and
contribution.
The Parish Council's annual contribution to St Giles churchyard
maintenance was £750. Although this figure remains inadequate, we
are grateful that the money is allocated so we do not have to apply for
a grant each year.
8

We collect items and keep them in the Martindale Centre until we have
a car full. We are very grateful for this storing facility in the
Martindale. Please contact Hilary Nicholson, 790777 or Helen
Townsend, 790201, if you have anything you think might be of use

Hilary Nicholson

PARISH & PARISHIONER
I am pleased to report that the P&P fund has managed to remain in
the black this past year, all down to the financial support of its
readers, advertisers and the grant from the Parish Council – so, a big
thank you to all. Every donation remains vital if we are to continue to
deliver free to every household, ensuring our parish magazine reaches
places that others do not. The P&P also appears on the church
website.
Our regular contributors continue to keep everyone up-to-date with
what’s happening in and around the village, and I’m always pleased to
receive articles of interest from residents past and present.
The P&P’s wide circulation throughout the parish is only possible
because of the team of people who conscientiously deliver it to every
home each month and, as always, special mention must be made here
of Jan Humphries who sorts the magazines into batches, and Dick and
Penny Carter who drop them off to their respective deliverers. So a
huge thank you to all concerned, not forgetting Peter Heasman who
posts the magazines to those on the mailing list – around 50
addresses, near and far. Occasionally I hear from some of the
recipients how much they appreciate maintaining their links with the
village in this way. It seems that Horsted Keynes is a difficult place to
leave.
Thank you all for your support over the past 20 years!

Sally Lamb – Editor P&P
SAFEGUARDING REPORT
The PCC has complied with the duty to have “due regard” to the
House of Bishops’ Safeguarding Policy and Practice Guidance.
Safeguarding Officer
I was appointed on 24th January 2019 as the new safeguarding officer
17

The Martindale Centre continues to provide, as part of St. Giles
Church, outreach to the community; a place in the centre of the village
for many different groups to meet. This varies across the age range
from the babies and toddlers at First Steps to the mainly mature diners
at the Village Lunch and everyone in between. Of course, the
Martindale Centre is also hired as a venue for other gatherings of all
kinds, including business training and private parties by people from
the village and beyond.
It is very important that the Centre is a safe, warm, clean and
welcoming environment. Recently we were very fortunate to receive
funding from the Verity Waterlow Trustees to enable the installation of
two gas-fired heaters, which has made it much more comfortable for
all the users. We have also installed extra heating in the disabled toilet
with the same aim.
The Management Committee works hard to ensure this can all happen
with due regard to the upkeep of the building and grounds and raising
funds. We are very grateful to Phil Miles who cuts the grass for us and
the Hackers, who maintain the hedges. There have been some
changes in the membership this year. Judith Bowron and Peggy
Rothwell resigned after many years of sterling service but we were
very pleased to welcome Alison Smith and Jackie Binstead to join us;
i.e. Paul Fairweather, Alan Johnson, Hilary Nicholson, Adrian Woods
and me. We will continue to ensure to the best of our ability that the
Martindale Centre continues to be a very practical asset to our church
and village.

Marion Lott

OPEN HOUSE
We now send our donated warm clothing, blankets and sleeping bags
to Open House Centre for the Homeless and Disadvantaged in
Crawley. They do vital work providing meals, advice and support.
There is also a night shelter for those with nowhere to sleep.
Fortunately they have recently finished the renovation of the
reception and activities area, but still have the bedrooms to refurbish.
As we know there is a significant increase in the number of homeless
people in the U.K. The Centre is always busy and lively when we visit.
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We were delighted to receive a vascular plants biodiversity report
for our churchyard compiled by the Sussex Botanical Recording
Society, listed A-Z both by botanical and common names.
Wonderfully, 140 species are recorded, from Barren Strawberries to
the marvellously-named perennial grass, Yorkshire-fog. Laminated
copies have been placed in the church porch.
By the end of the year, there were three places left for memorial
tablets adjacent to the old memorial path, and attention began to be
focussed on preparing the first spaces alongside the new memorial
path.
As part of a new national initiative, the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission offered to fix a plaque indicating the existence of a war
grave in our churchyard. The boundary fence to the maintenance area
to the west of the main entrance was considered the most appropriate
position and the offer was accepted. Fitting will happen in 2020.
During 2019, it was judged that the monthly rota system for garden
maintenance of the rose borders either side of the entrance path had
become tired (or the volunteers had). So a new system of more
frequent (monthly) churchyard working parties is to be tried in 2020.
We are indebted to Judith Bowron for her work as minutes secretary,
and to Phil Miles for his unstinting contribution.
Goods and Ornaments
There have been no additions or disposals of any items apart from the
normal acquisition and use of consumables.
To symbolise our joy at the prospect of the licensing service of our
new Parish Priest, The Revd. David Murdoch, the processional cross
was renovated and cleaned by Pruden and Smith, of Ditchling. Minor
twists and bends in the detail of the Florentine-style cross, sustained
in use since the cross was re-purposed for processional use in the
1960s, were corrected. The ferrule between oak staff and the cross
base was re-made to ensure a tight fit, and the whole piece was
polished and oiled.
David Lamb
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FAITH IN ACTION
We are a small but committed group of packers. We continue topack
good second-hand clothing to send to Mozambique.
We are now in need of clothes for us to pack on the first Saturday of
each month. We are very grateful to the Martindale for the facility to
store such large amounts of clothing.
Thank you to all those who donate clothes and to the church for
funding our boxes. New packers are always welcome.

Hilary Nicholson
FIRST STEPS
September 2019 saw us complete our 15th year of First Steps. Now I
wish we had kept records of the numbers of children who have
brought their carers to play over the years – I guess it must be
hundreds! The format remains the same, chats through the hatch as
tea/coffee is brewed, tiny babies cooed over and cuddled, continued
attempts to persuade reluctant toddlers into coverall aprons when the
paints are out; only minor surprise expressed at the ability of play
dough to migrate from the table to a doll’s pram; subtle techniques to
delay the putting-out-of-biscuits, which the tots seem able to sniff out
from a mere 40cms above ground and find infinitely preferable to the
fresh fruit on offer.
This year our sessions have generally been quieter than previous
years. We had a termly visit from the Child and Family Centre, who
brought fun activities with them. During the year we have shared our
morning a couple of times with children from Pre-School, which was
liuvely fun! Weekly our team of volunteers (Amanda, Elaine, Jo and
Linda) welcome all under the umbrella of St. Giles Church, offering a
first step to young families to find friendship and to join our
community.

Chris Wheatley

FRIENDS OF HK CHURCH
Since the Friends’ committee is officially a committee of the PCC, we
don’t publish a separate Friends’ account for the APCM; all our
10

HK HELP
This service which is there for all the residents of Horsted Keynes is
still proving to be of great assistance to all concerned. The journeys
are mostly to Hospitals, Medical Centres or Clinics. These can vary
from Brighton, East Grinstead or Haywards Heath. So far in 2020 we
have covered 11 journeys.
At present most of our drivers have had DBS checks and some are
going through the process. This has been instigated from Chichester to
make sure we are complying with the necessary Health and Safety
Rules.
To be able to offer the HK HELP service it would not be possible
without the help of a dedicated team of drivers, to whom I am truly
grateful and THANK YOU all.
Finally, to all the residents of Horsted Keynes, I ask that the more time
you can give me the easier it is for me to find you a driver for any
certain day.

Peter Heasman

LIFE & FAITH DISCUSSION GROUP
We continue to meet on Thursdays 1.30-3.00p.m. in one of our
homes. Towards the end of the year we alternated between two
homes in Hamsland, to allow ease of access. We started the year
reading the Gospel of Luke to coincide with the Lectionary readings,
taking a break to link in with the Diocesan Lent course forming part of
the Year of Vocation. We returned to Luke. We ended the year using
some material produced by ‘Embrace’ called Middle Eastern
Encounters – reflecting transformation from Biblical times and today.
Venturing beyond the parish boundaries, in June some of us went to
Wintershall for their inspiring re-enactment of the life of Christ. On a
sadder note, like many, we were disappointed when Burrswood closed,
having attended their service of healing many times over the years.

Chris Wheatley

MARTINDALE CENTRE
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she eschews all public speaking, so for that we still have Kay as her
deputy and in that role she chaired our October AGM. Other members
are Treasurer Phil Green, Dawn Hitchen, Margaret Davey and James
Nicholson, all giving good service, and we are also joined at most of
our meetings by Martin Govas, who kindly acts as our liaison man with
the PCC.

James Nicholson
HKafe
2019 – third year of our three-year agreement with Danehill P.C.C.,
purchasing a weekly session of youth leader time, to run our Tuesday
afternoon youth café. Lee did not renew his contract and moved on
during May to a new appointment in Horsham before his 3 years were
completed. Steve and Meg Coppin (Dane Hill youth leaders (mature!)
offered cover alternate weeks until the end of term. Negotiations with
Scaynes Hill Church secured their part-time youth worker, Emily, for
the remaining sessions. This year ended well.
Autumn term 2019, Emily was willing and able to run the group weekly
and HKPCC agreed to budget for the sessions, once the trust money
held by Danehill P.C.C. was exhausted. Emily remained employed by
Scaynes Hill P.C.C., HKPCC remitting that P.C.C. for her sessions with
the café.
The café continued weekly during term-time functioning courtesy of
the voluntary commitment from Barbara, Caroline, Heather, Heidi and
Karen, to whom many thanks! During the latter part of the year the
menu evolved, introducing healthier options- savoury waffles and fruit
smoothies. It has been encouraging that pupils, both boys and girls
from years 7, 8 and 9 have used the café happily together.
By the end of 2019 we had the good/bad news that Emily is expecting
twins in July 2020. We are delighted for her and Alistair of course, but
we are need to negotiate with Scaynes Hill/ Danehill/ a.n.other Hill to
provide cover for Emily’s maternity cover.

Chris Wheatley
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accounts appear as part of the Church accounts. Moreover we hold
our own AGM. But to give a few details, last year (2019)
Total voluntary Income was

8,107

Fundraising was

7,089

and Dividends Received

449

Less Fundraising Costs

2,971

Net Income

12,674

Expenditure Routine Maintenance

159

Building Fabric Repairs 4,500
Churchyard

2,038

Support:

193

Other sundry expenses
P&P Donation

60
600

Total Expenditure

7,550

Surplus

5,124

Reserves (at year end)

£33,643

Our Events
Burns Night Supper (January 2019) contains so much that is
traditional that we cannot vary it very much from one event to the
next, two years later. We always have haggis, neaps and tatties, and
we always stand while the haggis is piped in, and then drink a toast of
whisky to it after it has been addressed by a proud and authoritative
Scot. We vary it where we can; the starter, venison soup, was not
from Scottish deer but from Horsted Keynes (courtesy of Dr. Muir Hay
of Birch Grove). The pudding was an orange and whisky trifle.
But with fine (and funny) speeches and beautifully rendered Burns
songs, and all of us under the excellent chairmanship of Martin
Emerson, we enjoyed a memorably good evening. And then there was
dancing.
Hilary, Elizabeth and Peggy let it be known that this was their last stint
as our Burns Night chefs; they certainly went out on a high.
11

High Weald Dairy Cheese Festival (September). Mark and Sarah
Hardy, of the High Weald Dairy, have always been immensely
generous to our cause, and have kindly given cheese for many of our
events, offered their courses for our auctions (and come and made
generous bids for what we were auctioning). They are among the
most encouraging of people by nature. It was a similarly generous
impulse which prompted them to ask us to be involved with their
Cheese Festival, and we were very glad to be involved. Phil Green
attended all the planning meetings and we lent (and helped to erect)
gazebos (and marquees), we delivered chairs, tables and crockery etc
from the Martindale Centre, we provided a tea and coffee stall, and we
provided a ‘string tombola’, put together (and possibly invented) by
Phil. We also encouraged attendance among The Friends and the
congregation, and were very pleased to see how many of them came.
Indeed it was a very well attended event. We were blessed with the
loveliest of sunny September days and a delightful, relaxed family
atmosphere prevailed as people listened to a variety of bands, saw
how cheese was made, rolled some and ate some. They bought from
a variety of local food and drink producers who were present. They
also bought all the cakes we provided, and won all our tombola prizes.
It was a long but very pleasing day for us; we were very happy to be
involved with it.
Our Annual Meeting, in October, was attended by twenty five of our
loyal supporters. The attraction was John Older, who had kindly
agreed to talk to us about the background events which lead to the
foundation of St Giles school and the years that followed. There was
also some very interesting information about other schools available in
the area, along with many interesting details of school life at Twyford
School, of whose work there are quite good records; its head kept a
diary. Two photographs remain (which John showed us). The school
closed in 1923, though it opened again briefly during WW2 to be used
for evacuees. A church was included, with an organist and choir; but
it was all demolished in the 1970s.
It was a most interesting talk, and was followed by the usual
refreshments to round off our annual feeding back to our members,
whose support we feel most fulsomely.
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This was the last meeting we shall hold in the Autumn. As the Friends
were launched one September we have always reported back in the
Autumn. But we were always reporting on a year we hadn’t finished.
The PCC has agreed that we shall in future report in Spring.
Oliver! in November, followed the success of Joseph, the previous
year, but it was considerably more ambitious. This one had no
support from a backing choir. And there was a great deal of spoken
dialogue, all of it having to be learned and acted. Indeed there were
some roles which had no songs, one starring our own Priest, David.
There was high drama, and huge choruses, ranging in age from fiveyear-olds to septuagenarians. There were many soloists, all of them
excellent and some of them very young indeed. There were some
very fine acting performances too, from heart-breaking, through comic
to terrifying. Again it took place in the church – not because it was a
biblical story like the last one, but because it was easy to make it feel
Victorian, and of course it’s the building that is our raison d’etre. Kay
MacNaughton was our ambitious impresario and producer\director,
with help from Alison Coulson in production/direction and Nicky Hickey
directing the music. We were very strongly supported as always by
some hugely generous and highly talented backstage help of many
different kinds. All in all it was a wonderful success.
Next year we shall hold our usual Open Gardens Day, on Saturday,
June 20th. We propose that, like last year, there will be morning
gardens and afternoon gardens. Perhaps twenty or so gardens in or
around the village will open their gates to allow us all to enjoy their
delights. Tea, coffee and cakes will be on sale as usual.
In November 2020, we shall be holding another version of our
regular Variety Night. There will be – actually we have no idea yet
exactly what there’ll be; that’s the whole pleasure of a Variety Night.
But you have many talented neighbours in all sorts of spheres and we
are confident that, once again, we shall put together a show well
worth seeing. Please start considering exactly which of your many
possible performances you will treat us to.
Our Committee
Sarah Cooper continues as our chairman; she is an excellent organiser,
motivator and strategic thinker and in all sorts of ways a delight. But
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